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Abstract—Inferring public opinion regarding an issue or event by
analyzing social media content is of great interest to security analysts but is also technically challenging to accomplish. This paper
presents a new method for estimating sentiment and/or emotion
expressed in social media which addresses the challenges associated with Web-based analysis. We formulate the problem as one
of text classification, model the data as a bipartite graph of documents and words, and construct the sentiment/emotion classifier
through a combination of semi-supervised learning and graph
transduction. Interestingly, the proposed approach requires no
labeled training documents and is able to provides accurate text
classification using only a small lexicon of words of known sentiment/emotion. The classification algorithm is shown to outperform state of the art methods on a benchmark task involving
sentiment analysis of online consumer product reviews. We illustrate the utility of the approach for security informatics through
two case studies, one examining the possibility that online sentiment about suicide bombing predicts bombing event frequency,
and one investigating public sentiment about vaccination and its
implications for population health and security.
Keywords—-text analysis, social media, sentiment, emotion, machine
learning, security informatics.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Web-users regularly offer their views and opinions concerning
security-relevant topics, such as emerging conflicts or potential
epidemics, and there is considerable interest in leveraging this
information to support various objectives (e.g., threat warning,
disease surveillance [1-4]). Moreover, there is evidence for the
feasibility of this idea. For instance, there has been substantial
recent work in non-security domains demonstrating the utility
of analyzing Web data to support both forecasting [5-9] and
monitoring/surveillance [10-15] missions. While social media
analytics targeting security applications is less common, recent
research shows these data can be helpful for early warning [1618] and situational awareness [19,20,3].
Public sentiment and emotion regarding issues and events,
and the way it is distributed and evolving, is of particular interest in many settings, such as when assessing the threat posed by
a contentious situation or likelihood that a new vaccine will be
adopted. The capability to infer public sentiment/emotion from
Web content is appealing because it could permit such assessments to be performed rapidly and inexpensively. Unfortunately this inference problem presents many challenges, and we
mention three that have been especially daunting.

First, the volume of user-generated Web content is enormous (e.g., Facebook has over 1B active users and Twitter users produce more than 350M posts per day [21]); thus exploring and analyzing these data demands very efficient algorithms.
Next, most social media content is expressed using informal
and imprecise language, suggesting that only algorithms which
can learn and adapt have the potential to be useful. Indeed, previous research has shown that machine learning (ML) is wellsuited to such tasks [22] and may provide a good framework
for conducting sentiment analysis (see [23] for a general review
and [24] for a security-oriented discussion). ML is not a panacea, of course, and this leads to the third challenge: ML
achieves efficiency and flexibility by learning from examples,
and this implies that labeled examples must be available for
algorithm training. Obtaining labeled data in security applications is typically expensive and time-consuming [24].
In this paper we consider the problem of inferring sentiment
or emotion expressed in social media content, for example a
blog post. It is of interest to estimate sentiment/emotion toward
a specific topic along each of four “axes”: 1.) sentiment (positive, negative), 2.) affective valence (pleasant, unpleasant), 3.)
arousal (excited, calm), and 4.) dominance (dominating, dominated) [25]. Furthermore, motivated by the nature of security
informatics, we seek the capability to infer sentiment/emotion
for new classes of content (e.g., written in an unfamiliar language or about a novel emerging topic) without the need to
collect and label new training documents.
This paper presents a new method for estimating sentiment
or emotion which addresses the challenges associated with social media analysis. We formulate the problem as one of text
classification, model the data as a bipartite graph of documents
and words, and construct the sentiment/emotion classifier using
a combination of semi-supervised learning and graph transduction. The classifier can be implemented with no labeled training documents, and enables accurate text classification using
only a modest lexicon of words of known sentiment/emotion
polarity. The proposed algorithm is shown to outperform gold
standard methods on a benchmark sentiment analysis task involving online consumer product reviews. Additionally, we
illustrate the utility of the methodology for security informatics
through two case studies, one that relates online public opinion
concerning suicide bombing to frequency of bombing events,
and one which indicates that sentiment about vaccination can
affect immunization decisions of individuals and therefore adversely impact the health and security of a population.

II.

PRELIMINARIES

The goal of this paper is to develop an accurate, flexible, scalable, and easy-to-implement procedure for estimating the sentiment and/or emotion of social media content. We approach
this task as one of document classification. Motivated by the
requirements of security informatics applications, we assume
the sentiment/emotion classifier must be learned using only a
small lexicon of words of known polarity, and that no labeled
documents are available for training. This approach eliminates
the need to collect and label example documents and to retrain
the classifier each time a new domain is encountered, making it
better suited to security-oriented analysis than standard content
analysis methods.
We wish to infer the polarity of a collection of documents
toward a specific topic along one or more of the following four
axes: sentiment, valence (or “happiness”), arousal, and dominance [25]. Each document of interest is represented as a “bag
of words” feature vector x|V|, where the entries of x are the
frequencies with which the words in a vocabulary set V appear
in the document (perhaps normalized in some way [23]). One
way to estimate the orientation of document x with respect to
the sentiment/emotion axis currently under examination is to
learn a vector c|V| such that the classifier orient  sign(cTx)
returns 1 if x is ‘positive’, ‘happy’, ‘excited’, or ‘dominating’
and 1 if instead x is ‘negative’, ‘unhappy’, ‘calm’, or ‘dominated’.
It is assumed that a lexicon of words of known polarity is
available for use in learning our document classifier. That is,
we suppose we have acquired lexicons of positive words VV
and negative words VV, where ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ are
defined in the context of the task at hand; thus ‘positive’ refers
to positive sentiment, happy, excited, or dominating words, and
‘negative’ to their opposites. Note that high-quality lexicons
characterizing the four axes of interest are publicly available.
For example, the “IBM lexicon” is a collection of 2968 words
which have been assigned {positive, negative} sentiment labels
by the IBM India Research Labs (for other text analysis applications [26]). As for emotion content, the Affective Norms for
English Words (ANEW) lexicon consists of 1034 words that
have been assigned numerical scores with respect to valence
(happiness), arousal, and dominance [25]. In what follows, for
convenience of presentation the analytic task of interest will be
referred to as sentiment analysis, but it should be clear that the
methodology we derive is also directly applicable to analysis of
valence, arousal, and dominance.
Observe that a simple way to construct a document classifier of the form orient  sign(cTx) is to specify c by setting ci 
1 if word iV, ci  1 if iV, and ci  0 if i is not in either
lexicon. Such a classifier simply sums the positive and negative
polarity words in the document and assigns document orientation accordingly. While this “lexicon-only” scheme can yield
acceptable performance in narrowly-focused domains, it is
usually labor-intensive to build lexicons that are sufficiently
complete to yield useful document classification. Alternatively,
standard ML-based methods attempt to compute classifier vector c from examples of positive and negative sentiment. Learning often is based upon a set of labeled documents {di, xi}nli=1,
where di{1, 1} is the sentiment label for document i. While

this approach can be effective [23], existing learning methods
require that large training sets of labeled documents be collected [23].
Sentiment analysis of social media content for security applications is often characterized by the existence of only modest levels of prior knowledge regarding the domain of interest,
reflected in the availability of a small lexicon of sentimentladen words, and by the need to rapidly learn and adapt to new
situations. Consequently, standard sentiment analysis methods
are typically ill-suited for security informatics. To address this
challenge, we propose in [24] an algorithm which leverages an
additional source of data which is abundant online: unlabeled
documents and words. Specifically, the algorithm assumes the
existence of a corpus of n documents, of which nl  n are labeled, and a modest lexicon of sentiment-laden words, and
combines these labeled data with the information present in the
n  nl unlabeled documents via semi-supervised learning. In the
present work we extend this result, deriving a sentiment classifier which provides good performance in settings where no
labeled documents are available.
The development of sentiment classifiers which effectively
combine information contained in labeled and unlabeled data is
facilitated by modeling the problem data as a bipartite graph Gb
of documents and words (see Figure 1). It is easy to see that the
adjacency matrix for the graph Gb is given by
 0
A T
X

X
0 

(1)

where the matrix Xn|V| is constructed by stacking the document vectors as rows, and each ‘0’ is a matrix of zeros. This
bipartite graph model permits labeled and unlabeled data to be
integrated by exploiting the relationships between documents
and words encoded in Gb via the clustering hypothesis: it is
assumed that positive (labeled or unlabeled) documents tend to
be connected to positive (labeled/unlabeled) words, and analogously for negative documents and words. Because it is assumed that we have only a small number of labeled words and
no labeled documents, the process of clustering on graph Gb
will be important to the success of the approach.

Figure 1. Cartoon of bipartite graph model Gb, in which
documents (red vertices) are connected to the words they
contain (blue vertices). The polarities of the words included in the lexicon Vl VV are indicated with  / 
symbols.

III.

SENTIMENT/EMOTION ANALYSIS

A. Sentiment/Emotion Estimation Algorithm
The problem of interest may be stated as follows: given a corpus of n documents of unknown sentiment or emotion orientation and a modest lexicon Vl VVV of words of labeled
(sentiment/emotion) polarity, estimate the orientation of all of
the documents. We adopt a ML classification approach, and are
interested in both document classification, which estimates the
sentiment polarity of a particular document, and corpus classification, where the goal is to infer the sentiment of a collection
of documents. The latter task seeks assessments of the form:
“In this set of blog posts, X% of bloggers feel positively about
topic Y”. Estimates of this sort are frequently of great interest
to security analysts. Interestingly, it is often possible to achieve
higher accuracy when assessing a corpus than when analyzing
an individual document, because some of the false-positive and
false-negative classification errors cancel each other in corpuslevel assessments. (For instance, this partial cancellation of
errors occurs in the corpus-level classification test described in
Section IIIB).
The proposed approach to sentiment classification consists
of three main steps, which can summarized as follows:
1.

Construct an “intermediate” sentiment classifier C: document  class using the semi-supervised ML algorithm derived in [24].

2.

Employ classifier C to estimate the sentiment orientation
of all the documents. Assign “preliminary” labels to those
documents about which C is “confident”.

3.

Obtain the final document polarity estimates by performing graph transduction [27] on the partially-labeled bipartite graph data model built in Step 2.

Of course, this procedure must be specified more carefully
in order to be implementable. Step 1 involves learning a sentiment classifier C via the methodology developed in [24]. The
initial problem data consists of a corpus of n documents and a
small lexicon of words with known sentiment labels; this label
information is encoded as vector w|Vl|, where Vl  VV as
before and each component of w is set to 1 if the corresponding word belongs to V and 1 if the word is in V. Let destn
denote the vector of estimated sentiment orientations for the
documents in the corpus, and define an “augmented” classifier
caug  [destT cT]Tn|V| which estimates the polarity of both
documents and words. In [24] the quantity caug, and therefore c,
is learned by solving an optimization problem, and c is used to
estimate the sentiment of any document x via the linear classifier orient  sign(cTx).
More specifically, the algorithm derived in [24] learns classifier caug in such a way that it possesses two properties: 1.) if a
word is contained in the sentiment lexicon Vl then the corresponding entry of c is close to this 1 polarity, and 2.) if there
is an edge Xij of Gb that connects a document x and a word
vV and Xij has significant weight, then the estimated orientations of x and v are similar. These objectives can be encoded in
a minimization problem as follows:

Vl

min cTaug Lkn caug   (ci  w i ) 2
c aug

(2)

i 1

where L  D  A is the graph Laplacian matrix for Gb (thus D
is diagonal with Dii  j Aij), Ln  D1/2LD1/2 is the normalized
graph Laplacian, k is a positive integer, and  is a nonnegative
constant. The caug which minimizes objective function (2) can
be obtained by solving a set of sparse linear equations [24],
where the equations are sparse because data matrix X is sparse.
Thus large problems can be solved efficiently (e.g. via the Conjugate Gradient method) and the sentiment classifier is scalable
to large datasets.
In Step 2, classifier C is first employed to estimate the sentiment polarity of all documents in the corpus, and then preliminary polarity labels are assigned to those documents about
which C is “confident”. More precisely, preliminary labels di,
i{1, …, nl}, are assigned to the nl documents with large magnitude sentiment polarity estimates: for nonnegative parameter
dthresh, if dest, i  dthresh (dest, i  dthresh) then di  1 (di  1), and
the document indices are reordered (if necessary) so that the
first nl are the ones assigned these preliminary labels. Graph Gb
is then updated to G′b by incorporating these nl document labels.
Finally, Step 3 of the process computes the final document
sentiment orientation estimates dest,f n via graph transduction
[27] on the updated bipartite graph G′b (i.e., the graph with nl
preliminary document labels). Our graph transduction scheme
propagates the nl document labels and |Vl| word labels to all the
documents and words in graph G′b by solving the following
minimization problem:
Vl

nl

min c Taug Lkn c aug  1  (d est, f,i  d i ) 2   2  (ci  w i ) 2 (3)
c aug

i 1

T

i 1

T T

where now caug  [dest,f c ] and 1, 2 are positive constants.
Note that the preliminary document labels d  [d1 … dnl]T and
word labels w are not strictly enforced; rather, deviations of
dest,f from d and c from w are penalized in the objective function (3). This approach to graph transduction appears to enjoys
performance advantages over other formulations (see the empirical tests reported in Section IIIB).
We summarize this discussion by sketching an algorithm
for learning the proposed sentiment/emotion estimation (SEE)
classifier.
Algorithm SEE:
1.

Construct intermediate classifier C: orient  sign(cTx) by
solving optimization problem (2) for caug  [destT cT]T.

2.

Employ classifier C to estimate the sentiment orientation
of all documents. Assign preliminary labels dnl to the nl
documents with large magnitude polarity estimates (i.e.,
those documents for which |dest, i|  dthresh).

3.

Compute the final sentiment orientation estimates dest,f for
all of the documents through graph transduction by solving
optimization problem (3) for caug  [dest,fT cT]T.

The performance of Algorithm SEE is now evaluated empirically through sentiment analysis of a collection of online consumer product reviews.
B. Empirical Evaluation
We now assess the performance of Algorithm SEE for the task
of estimating the sentiment of consumer product reviews. The
dataset used in the investigation is a collection of 2000 online
reviews for electronics products, 1000 positive and 1000 negative, archived at the website [28]. The Lemur Toolkit [29] was
employed to construct the data matrix X from these reviews. A
lexicon of 150 domain-independent sentiment-laden words, 75
positive and 75 negative, was assembled manually from the
IBM lexicon [26] and used to form the vector w of word labels.
Observe that, given the existence of publicly-available lexicons
such as those described in [25,26], building an appropriate w is
usually convenient.
This study compares the sentiment classification accuracy
of Algorithm SEE with that of two other algorithms: a lexicononly (LO) strategy and the structural correspondence learning
(SCL) sentiment classifier proposed in [30]. Algorithm SEE is
implemented with the following parameter values: Step 1:  
0.5, k  5; Step 2: dthresh is set so that nl  200 (i.e., 200 documents are assigned preliminary polarity labels); Step 3: 1 
0.1, 2  0.5, k  3. Recall that the LO strategy estimates sentiment orientation of document x according to the formula orient  sign(cTx), where c has nonzero entries corresponding to
the 150 word lexicon described above. To ensure an informative comparison, the SCL sentiment estimator is applied exactly as described in [30], where it was tuned for the same electronics reviews dataset as is used here. Note that the SCL algorithm requires labeled documents for training; in the present
study the training/testing procedure consisted of training on a
random sample of 1600 labeled product reviews and then testing on the remaining 400 “held-out” reviews. Because the SCL
method is shown in [30] to outperform other classifiers and has
access to substantial information unavailable to Algorithm
SEE, the SCL algorithm can be viewed as a gold standard for
this task.
Sample results from this study are displayed in Figure 2.
Sentiment classification accuracy is estimated via standard tenfold cross-validation [22], and the accuracy values reported in
the plot represent the average of ten trials. It is seen that the
document classification accuracies for Algorithm SEE, the LO
strategy, and the SCL classifier are 85.0%, 70.8%, and 84.4%,
respectively. Thus Algorithm SEE, which uses the same labeled information as the LO method, performs slightly better
than the gold standard SCL classifier, which is trained on 1600
labeled reviews. We also applied Algorithm SEE to the corpus
classification problem. Because the algorithm is relatively unbiased, its performance at the corpus level is quite strong: the
proportion of positive and negative reviews in the set is estimated with 95.3% accuracy. It is expected that the ability of
Algorithm SEE to provide good sentiment estimation accuracy
using only a small lexicon of sentiment-laden words and no
labeled documents will be of considerable value in security
applications. To explore this possibility, we now consider two
security-oriented case studies.

Figure 2. Results for empirical test on consumer product
reviews. The bar chart shows that sentiment classification
accuracy of the lexicon-only method, gold standard classifier, and Algorithm SEE are 70.8%, 84.4%, and 85.0%,
respectively. Notice that the accuracy of Algorithm SEE
is slightly higher than that of the gold standard method,
despite the fact that the latter requires much more labeled
information for training.

IV.

CASE STUDY ONE: SUICIDE BOMBING

Recent research indicates that certain characteristics of online
discourse about contentious situations can be predictive of realworld behavior. For instance, [16] shows that specific patterns
in the diffusion of blog discussions regarding protests and cyber attacks provide practically-useful early warning for such
events. Motivated by this research, the present case study considers the following question: is regional online sentiment concerning the use of violence predictive of violent activity? Observe that such a relationship is plausible. Extremist elements
in a society often depend upon that society for financial and
other support, as a pool from which to recruit new participants,
and as a safe haven for planning and operations [31], so that
these groups may respond, implicitly or explicitly, to local public opinion. However, there has been little empirical work done
to examine this possibility.
As a concrete instantiation of this question, we explored the
relationship between regional online sentiment about Palestinian suicide bombing attacks against Israel and actual bombing
events. We collected two forms of data for the period 19972006: 1.) Arabic-language online content (mainly blog posts
and editorials) discussing Palestinian suicide bombing against
Israel, and 2.) descriptions of suicide bombing attacks carried
out against Israel by four Palestinian groups: Fatah, Hamas, the
Popular Front for Liberation of Palestine, and the Palestinian
Islamic Jihad. (The period 1997-2006 is the longest for which
both online content and real-world attack data could be collected.)
The sentiment regarding suicide bombing expressed in the
online content was estimated using Algorithm SEE. This classifier was implemented exactly as described in Section III, with

the exception that lexicon Vl was obtained through interviews
with two domain experts [31] and then manually translated into
Arabic (the elicitation and translation procedure took approximately four hours). Data on suicide bombings was assembled
from multiple sources (see [31] for a description of all of the
raw data). Time series for bombing sentiment and bombing
events are plotted in Figure 3. The blue curve depicts the fraction of posts that express positive sentiment concerning suicide
bombings against Israel, and the red curve shows the (normalized) frequency of such attacks by the groups Fatah, Hamas,
PFLP, and PIJ.
Visual examination of the plots presented in Figure 3 indicates that the dynamics of sentiment and bombings are related.
Analysis of the data confirms this impression: online sentiment
about suicide bombing and frequency of bombing attacks are
correlated, with sentiment leading event frequency by twelve
months (Pearson correlation coefficient r  0.8, p  0.0001).
This finding suggests the intriguing possibility that online discourse regarding some types of violence may be predictive of
violent activity.

pose ways to leverage social media to monitor this sentiment
and mitigate health risk [32,14,18].
This case study provides a preliminary investigation of such
issues by examining the Influenza A H1N1 pandemic of 2009
[32]. We collected ~500M Twitter posts made by ~17M users
during the seven month period from 1 June to 31 December
2009; this period was selected for study because it contains the
“Fall wave” of the H1N1 pandemic. These data were preprocessed to extract two main quantities: 1.) the content of each
post, modeled as a bag-of-words vector x|V| (for vocabulary
V, see Section II), and 2.) a Twitter graph GT  (VT, ET), where
vertices v  VT are users and edges (v1,v2)  ET connect users
who have communicated via @-messages. More precisely, we
place an edge (A,B)  ET from user A to user B if A has included ‘@B’ in at least three posts during the seven month
study period (other threshold choices yield similar graphs).
With the preprocessed data in hand, we first identified those
posts that are related to H1N1 vaccination through a keyword
search, employing the keywords given in [32]. The sentiment
of these posts was then estimated using Algorithm SEE. The
algorithm was implemented as described in Section III, with
the exception that lexicon Vl was augmented through the addition of a few common ‘emoticon’ symbols. Estimating the sentiment of the full corpus of relevant posts reveals that sentiment
toward H1N1 vaccination is positive on average, with slightly
more than 60% of posts being classified as positive (Figure 4,
green bar).

Figure 3. Results for suicide bombing case study. The plots
show that regional online sentiment supporting Palestinian
suicide bombing attacks against Israel (blue curve) is correlated with bombing frequency (red curve, normalized), with
changes in sentiment leading changes in event frequency by
twelve months (Pearson coefficient r  0.8, p  0.0001).

V. CASE STUDY TWO: H1N1 VACCINATION
Public sentiment regarding health issues may affect behavior,
which in certain circumstances would lead to increased health
risks and decreased security in a population. As an illustrative
and important example, sentiment concerning vaccination has
been shown to impact individual vaccination decisions, giving
rise to the possibility of large epidemics [32,4,14]. Disease
propagation has been studied for many decades, and much is
known about the emergence and control of epidemics [e.g. 33].
However, it is only recently that researchers have begun to
analyze the role of public sentiment in epidemics and to pro-

Figure 4. Sentiment analysis results for H1N1 vaccination
case study. The bar chart shows that sentiment regarding
vaccination, while positive on average (green bar), is distributed heterogeneously over the Twitter graph (red and
blue bars), and that some communities express quite negative sentiment (red bar).

Next we examined the possibility that sentiment concerning
H1N1 vaccination might be distributed heterogeneously over
the Twitter graph, with individuals clustering into groups according to their opinions about vaccination efficacy and risks.
While there are numerous ways to divide a graph into groups,

perhaps the most natural is to partition it into graph communities, that is, densely connected groupings of individuals which
have relatively few links between them. Adopting this definition for groups, we applied the graph community partitioning
process described in [16] to the reduced Twitter graph formed
by users who made at least one post about H1N1 vaccination;
this computational procedure identified 23 graph communities.
Then, for each community, all H1N1 vaccination-relevant posts
generated by users belonging to that community were assembled, and Algorithm SEE was used to estimate the sentiment of
those posts.
As can be seen from Figure 4, this analysis shows that sentiment is indeed distributed heterogeneously across the Twitter
graph’s communities. For instance, in the most positive community ~73% of posts are positive, while in the most negative
community only ~24% of posts are positive. Observe that this
result could have important implications for public health. For
example, if a heterogeneous distribution of sentiment about
vaccines leads to a clustered distribution of vaccination status
in the population, communities with low vaccination rates may
not be protected by herd immunity even if the overall vaccination rate is high.
We explored this issue in a preliminary way by performing
a simulation study of the impact of vaccination sentiment clustering on epidemic risk. In the simulations, sentiment clustering
is assumed to: 1.) be identical to that displayed in Figure 4, and
2.) give rise to a comparable distribution of vaccination status.
Disease dynamics are simulated within the multi-scale hybrid
dynamical system framework presented in [5]. The epidemic
propagates with susceptible-exposed-infectious-recovered dynamics, and the social network over which the disease spreads
is modeled as possessing the same topology as Twitter graph
GT.
The effects of vaccination sentiment clustering on epidemic
risk was evaluated by running two sets of 100 simulations. In
the first set, 60% of individuals are chosen uniformly at random from the population and vaccinated. Thus, in these runs,
the vaccination rate matches the proportion of the population
with positive vaccination sentiment, but the distribution of vaccinations is assumed to be homogeneous. In contrast, in the
second set of simulations, individuals are vaccinated according
to the vaccination sentiment distribution found in the Twitter
graph. Thus, in this set of runs, 60% of individuals are again
vaccinated, but the vaccination probability varies heterogeneously over the communities (see Figure 4). All simulations are
initiated by infecting a small number of randomly chosen individuals.
Sample results are shown in Figure 5. Each bar represents
the average number of infected individuals over 100 simulation
runs, with the red and blue bars corresponding to homogeneous
and heterogeneous vaccination distributions, respectively (note
that infection rates are normalized to permit convenient comparison). It can be seen that populations with clustered distributions of vaccination status, arising from similar distributions of
vaccination sentiment, experience substantially larger epidemics than those in which vaccination status is distributed homogeneously (more than 2.5 time larger on average).

Figure 5. Simulation results for H1N1 vaccination case
study. The bar chart shows that populations with clustered distributions of vaccination status (blue bar) experience substantially larger epidemics than those for
which vaccination status is distributed homogeneously
(red bar).

VI.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper presents a new method for estimating the sentiment
or emotion of social media content which is accurate and also
“agile”, in that the computational algorithm is implementable
with no labeled training documents. The proposed approach is
shown to outperform gold standard techniques on a benchmark
task involving sentiment analysis of online consumer product
reviews. Additionally, the utility of the methodology for security informatics is illustrated through two case studies, one examining the predictive power of online sentiment about suicide
bombing and one investigating the way sentiment about vaccination is distributed over the population and the implications of
this distribution for public health.
Future work will include: 1.) comprehensive exploration of
the potential of the approach for multi-lingual sentiment analysis, 2.) examination of the impact of document length on text
analysis (e.g. because security-relevant social media posts, such
as Tweets on Twitter, are often quite terse), and 3.) application
of the approach to additional health-related security informatics
problems.
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